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Abstract
Background: Healthcare personnel in specialist care in Norway took the initiative to develop their 
practice in order to improve follow-up of patients with chronic illness. A research project was 
constructed that involved a close collaboration between practice and research in the development of 
a new, complex intervention to strengthen patients’ ability to live with long-term conditions. 
Aims and objectives: This paper seeks to describe a part of the research process that involved the first-
stage development of the intervention. The first objective is to describe how clinicians, patients and 
a health researcher collaborated, and to discuss the benefits of this collaborative work for improving 
practice. The second objective is to outline the intervention’s aspects and components.
Method: Three clinical sites were chosen for developing the intervention: a rehabilitation unit, an 
outpatient clinic and a centre for patient education. An interdisciplinary team of nine healthcare 
personnel and four patients engaged with the researcher(s) in the formative research. A list of criteria 
for reporting on the development of complex interventions was applied to elaborate on intervention 
components.
Results: An intervention was developed that entailed a person-centred approach to facilitating 
overall health in chronic illness. This involved a change in practice as the professionals acquired a 
new approach to the use of patients’ capacity for health, and as patients began to function as active 
partners in health promotion.
Conclusions: A close collaboration between clinicians, patients and researcher was necessary for 
developing a theory and a research-based intervention that improved the follow-up of individuals 
diagnosed with long-term conditions. The intervention was designed to be applicable across diagnostic 
categories and in a variety of clinical settings. These patients experience a multitude of challenges that 
require attention in health promotion. Therefore, health professionals should be encouraged by their 
leaders to engage in interdisciplinary collaboration with researchers in academia in developing new 
interventions for improving practice. Researchers who engage in such projects should be prepared to 
take on long-term collaboration. 
Implications for practice: 

• There is a need to develop the field of health promotion for long-term conditions, and especially 
a need to develop interventions to strengthen individuals’ capacity for health, empowerment 
and recovery 

• An interdisciplinary project team is an advantage when developing interventions that aim to 
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a ress the challenges experience  by in ivi uals living with long term con itions
 Partnership with patients in the esign an  testing of new interventions is necessary to maximise 

the relevance an  suitability of the intervention

Keywords: ong term con itions  patient participation  health promotion  inter isciplinary  formative 
research  complex interventions
 
Introduction

 majority of patients who atten  healthcare services to ay are iagnose  with long term con itions or 
other non communicable iseases that are not amenable to a complete me ical cure. hese patients 
are in nee  of other types of interventions that contribute to strengthening their health an  their 
capacity to participate in society ( orl  ealth rgani ation  2010  arbers an  chterberg  2012). 
ub in an  arsen (201 ) argue that the potential for health promotion activities an  overall health 

remains largely untappe  in many in ivi uals with chronic illness an  that e orts must go beyon  the 
in ivi ual s con ition an  limitations to inclu e holistic health. here seems to be a nee  for more 
broa ly applicable interventions that are in epen ent of iagnosis an  clinical se ng in or er to 
enhance the patient s health an  wellbeing while living with illness. agner et al. (2001) argue that 
there is a nee  for improving practice in this el  by means of interventions that allow for a person
centre  approach that supports in ivi uals to ta e charge of their own health. hese interventions are 
typically applie  by nurses an  other groups of health professionals responsible for the follow up an  
monitoring of persons with long term con itions. he challenge is to ensure that these interventions 
are theory an  research base  as well as being useful in practice. 

he initiative for the present stu y came from inter isciplinary healthcare personnel who highlighte  
a lac  of tools to promote coping an  health in their encounters with patients iagnose  with long
term con itions who nee e  follow up. he research involve  close cooperation between practice 
an  research in the evelopment of an intervention for strengthening an  utilising patients  capacity 
for health when living with chronic illness. 

Background 
he concepts of health an  health promotion in the context of chronic illness are escribe  in the 

literature as multi imensional an  have no uni e  e nitions. owever  there seems to be a common 
view that people are fully capable of being healthy an  experiencing a goo  uality of life while living 
with a long term con ition. aplun (1 2)  for example  has escribe  such patients as resourceful  
an  health promotion in chronic illness as a process of enabling an  eveloping potentials for healing 
an  health. e y (200 ) expresses a similar view  that health promotion in chronic illness entails 

eveloping the in ivi ual s strength an  environmental resources to n  solutions  rather than focusing 
solely on illness repair. iller (2000  p ) intro uce  the concept of patient power resources in chronic 
illness . hese resources inclu e the patient s physical strength  psychological stamina  social support  
positive self image  energy  nowle ge an  insight  motivation an  belief system. hese resources 
shoul  be assesse  an  use  to strengthen coping an  health in long term con itions. his is in line 
with a strength base  care approach that involves consi eration of:

‘The whole person, what resources people have available to help them deal more effectively with 
their life, health and health challenges, and focusing on the person’s uniqueness and not just their 
diseases or problems’ ( ottlieb  201  p 1).

he uestion is  how can patients  resources for health in chronic illness be use  in clinical health 
encounters  Development of e ucational or supportive interventions seems to be important in this 
regar . hese interventions are o en categorise  as patient e ucation  self management or coping 
programmes. esearch n ings emonstrate that while tra itional patient e ucation increases patients  

nowle ge of their con ition  the interventions are unsuccessful in changing behaviour  an  o not 
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have an impact on isease control or other outcomes ( agner et al.  2001). hile these interventions 
o en inclu e health behaviour topics  their main focus is the control an  management of the con ition. 

his is also the main focus of orig et al. (200 ) in their layperson le  self management e ucation. 
ealth promotion/wellness interventions hol  another primary focus  which see s to explore how 

factors other than isease relate  biome ical factors  such as the psychosocial an  behavioural   
may in uence the trajectory an  functionality of people living with long term con itions. 

Stui ergen et al. (2010) reviewe  1 0 publications on the bene ts of wellness interventions in 
long term con itions  an  foun  that most interventions focuse  on a variety of health promotion 
behaviours  such as nutrition  physical exercise  psychological wellbeing an  stress management. 

owever  most interventions focuse  on one iagnostic group speci cally. he stu ies reporte  
imme iate post intervention results  but the content of the interventions was escribe  in a limite  
manner an  most interventions were not informe  by theory. 

Interventions esigne  for strengthening health an  wellness in the context of chronic illness are 
multifacete  an  therefore characterise  as complex. hese interventions are e ne  as health 
services that are not rugs or surgical proce ures  but interventions that have many potential active 
ingre ients ( ampell et al.  2000). Investigators are recommen e  to engage with practice in the 

evelopment an  evaluation of such interventions to ensure they are research an  theory base  an  
relevant to practice (Stui ergen  200  rali  et al.  2010).  review of publishe  papers on complex 
interventions in healthcare emonstrates that most stu ies report outcomes but evelopment aspects 
are o en poorly escribe  ( a ley et al.  200 ). he lac  of reporting on how interventions were 

evelope  an  on their content ma es them i cult to implement in practice an  inhibits further 
research ( lar  201 ). hler et al. (2012) have evelope  a criteria list to improve reporting of the 

evelopment of complex interventions. he list contains 1  items ivi e  into three sections: 
1. Development of the intervention 
2. Feasibility an  piloting 

. Intro uction of the intervention an  evaluation 

he focus of this article is the rst stage: evelopment of a new health promotion intervention for 
follow up of in ivi uals with long term con itions. Pilot implementation an  patients  evaluations of 
health relate  outcomes are reporte  elsewhere ( egg al  2015). 

Aims
his paper see s to escribe a part of the research process that involve  the rst stage evelopment of a 

new intervention. he rst objective is to escribe how clinicians  patients an  researcher collaborate  
in the research  an  to iscuss the bene ts of this collaborative wor  for improving practice. he 
secon  objective is to outline the intervention s aspects an  components in or er to establish a basis 
for implementation an  further research in clinical practice. 

Methods and material for developing the intervention
Initially  healthcare personnel wor ing in rehabilitation in epen ently began by using o y nowle ging 
theory ( egg al  200 ) in their encounters with patients with long term con itions in or er to support 
their coping an  recovery. o y nowle ging refers to a fun amental process for the evelopment of 
personal nowle ge about one s own bo y  coping s ills  health an  wellbeing  ( egg al  201  p 5). 

he researcher was invite  to the el  location in or er to iscuss the application of the theory  an  
was motivate  by the following research uestions: 

How can Bodyknowledging theory be useful in practice and as a framework for developing an 
intervention to promote health and wellness for individuals who are living with chronic illness? 
How can patients, practitioners and researcher develop the intervention collaboratively, and what 
benefits could that realise? 
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Ethical considerations
he ethics committee of the Southern an  astern egional ealth uthorities in Norway approve  

the stu y an  the research was con ucte  in accor ance with the orl  e ical ssociation s 
International o e of thics. Informe  consent was obtaine  (orally) from participating patients an  
professionals to carry out the research. 

Project organisation and study participants 
he engagement of healthcare personnel an  patients was emphasise  from the beginning of the 

research an  throughout the evelopment an  evaluation of the intervention. he researcher chose 
three clinical sites for the evelopment of the intervention: a rehabilitation unit  an outpatient clinic 
an  a hospital base  centre for patient e ucation  the latter nown as a earning an  astery entre . 

he three units were locate  in two general hospitals in southern Norway. n inter isciplinary project 
team of nine healthcare personnel from the three sites (inclu ing ve nurses  one physiotherapist  
an  three occupational therapists) was establishe . he researcher was the lea er of the team. he 
healthcare personnel recruite  four patients as stu y participants: one man an  one woman who 
were former patients  an  two women outpatients.

Formative research
he research esign for the project was ualitative process evaluation. owever  the rst part of the 

project  which is reporte  in this paper  involve  ualitative  formative research to consi er programme 
structure  content an  pe agogical approaches. wo of the nurses in the project team wor e  part
time as research assistants in the rst year of the evelopment wor  an  seven project meetings were 
hel  uring this time  at which the inter isciplinary team iscusse  o y nowle ging as a theoretical 
framewor  an  exchange  i eas on how it might be useful in practice. hese i eas were note  an  
later use  by the researcher in the formation of the rst ra  of the intervention. he metho ological 
steps inclu e : 

 stablishing the project team 
 linical reflection notes 
  wor shop 
 Development an  testing of pe agogical tools 
 Development of the intervention manual 
 Development of an e ucational programme for health personnel 

Establishing the project team
he formative research began as the team of health professionals gathere  in slo for its rst meeting. 
his was a seminar ay an  an opportunity to get to now one another an  to form a cooperative 

group. he researcher intro uce  the project plan  invite  the team to iscuss it an  hel  a lecture 
on the evelopment an  content of the theory an  mo el of o y nowle ging. he team was then 
invite  to stu y the theory in more etail. 

Clinical reflection notes 
he clinical project team members re ecte  on the usefulness of the o y nowle ging mo el in 

their wor  with current patients  eeping a journal of their re ections for four wee s. he following 
uestions were use  to organise the notes: 

Describe a situation or the challenges you experience in an encounter with a patient in clinical 
practice. 
Can Bodyknowledging theory be a resource for you, and in what way(s)? 

he notes were sent by mail to the researcher who rea  them thoroughly  re ecte  on the experiences 
share  by the clinicians an  formulate  uestions in the margin of the text. Follow up meetings were 
hel  at each site for in epth iscussion  using the clinicians  notes an  the uestions as a gui e 
to elaborate on the usefulness of o y nowle ging. During the iscussions  the i ea arose to use 
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the phases of the o y nowle ging framewor  ( egg al  200  201 ) as a process tool to promote 
patients  health. he clinicians challenge  the researcher to evelop pe agogical tools to support 
their ialogue with patients  for example  uestions that coul  serve to strengthen patients  coping 
an  health promotion e orts. he researcher too  notes  re ecte  on the i eas that arose in the 

iscussions an  incorporate  these i eas into the further evelopment of the intervention structure  
content an  pe agogical tools. 

Workshop
 wor shop was arrange  to iscuss how o y nowle ging theory coul  be use  more speci cally 

as a pe agogical approach in the promotion of health in encounters with patients living with long
term con itions. he wor shop theme was: o y nowle ging as a foun ation for the esign an  
content of pe agogical tools for health promotion in chronic illness . embers of the project team 
invite  two former patients to the wor shop. wo researchers an  two university college lecturers 
with pe agogical an  clinical bac groun s also atten e . Some preparatory wor  was sent to the 
participants. t the wor shop  the researcher presente  the theory an  mo el of o y nowle ging in 
a plenary session. erwar s  one of the nurses in rehabilitation share  the rst experiences of using 
the mo el in practice. hen the participants were organise  into three groups an  given an exemplar 
of the summary of the main concepts  experiences an  actions escribe  in the o y nowle ging 
mo el  an  con ucte  a brainstorming session for one hour with the following uestions in min : 

What kinds of associations does this model give? 
What kinds of questions would you like to pose to invite patients to dialogue on the themes described 
in the model? What kind of pedagogical tools do you think are relevant in this context? 

Participants share  their i eas in plenum an  engage  in further iscussion.

Development and testing of pedagogical tools
he researcher summarise  the i eas from the wor shop an  the re ection notes an  compare  

them with those i enti e  in publications on patient e ucation an  wellness interventions  to chec  
the relevance an  novelty of the i eas that arose in the iscussions. he n ings were use  as a gui e 
for the researcher to evelop the rst ra  of the pe agogical tools an  a framewor  for the new 
intervention.  graphic esigner was engage  to pro uce a layout. he pe agogical tools consiste  of 
a poster  a boo let/ iary an  a ipchart to facilitate participants  health promotion processes. ne of 
the nurses reviewe  the text of the ipchart with the researcher an  gave her fee bac . he boo let/

iary was reviewe  by three of the participating patients (the fourth was not available at that point)  
an  two experts in the el  of textboo  publication. he researcher incorporate  this fee bac  in the 
secon  ra  of the tools. 

Piloting of pedagogical tools
ne of the nurses in the project team  who wor e  at the outpatient clinic  ha  recruite  two of the 

four patients  both women who ha  been iagnose  with in ammatory bowel isease  to engage 
in the piloting of the pe agogical tools on the same ay as they ha  their regular appointments with 
the octor for bloo  tests an  me ication. he researcher  who has a clinical bac groun  as a nurse 
wor ing with people iagnose  with long term con itions  saw the patients a erwar s at the clinical 
site in in ivi ual consultations. his consultation replace  the regular consultation with the specialist 
nurse an  laste  for an hour at three time points over six months. In this way  the relevance an  
feasibility of the pe agogical tools an  the suggestions for the intervention framewor  were teste  in 
in ivi ual consultations. he patients con rme  the pe agogical tools to be useful in supporting their 
own health promotion e orts an  recommen e  that steps be ta en to evelop a new programme to 
support patients who nee e  follow up. 
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Development of the intervention manual
he researcher outline  the intervention manual as part of the formative research. he uestion was  

how the manual coul  become useful as a tool for health professionals in their clinical practice  he 
rst suggestion for the manual containe  a escription of the whole intervention  that is  the aims of 

the intervention  the structure  content an  pe agogical approaches as well as the re uirements for 
professionals  competence  an  the time an  the resources nee e  for implementation. he project 
team was invite  to review the 100 page manual critically  an  gave the researcher written an  oral 
fee bac  on the organisation an  content of the text as well as on the researcher s suggestions for 
intervention structure  content an  pe agogical approaches. he researcher emphasise  active 
listening  pai  attention to the etails of the fee bac  from the clinicians an  pose  uestions when 
something was unclear. erwar s  the researcher re ecte  on each part of the fee bac  an  revise  
the manual accor ingly  with the aim of ma ing it relevant an  useful for practice. 

Development of an educational programme for health professionals
n e ucational programme for health professionals was evelope  in parallel to the formative research  

an  the clinical team complete  0 hours of training to prepare themselves for the implementation of 
the intervention. he training inclu e  stu ying the theoretical foun ation of the programme  as well 
as the application of pe agogical tools an  approaches. ore etails are provi e  in the escription of 

omponent D an  in able 2  below. he researcher provi e  the main part of the training. owever  
in or er to cover all the topics  lecturers were hire  to teach in their specialties: a psychiatric nurse 
specialist taught group wor  a social wor er taught solution focuse  therapy an  a physiotherapist 
taught the principles of bo y awareness therapy. 

Results
he result of the formative research was the evelopment of a new intervention for use in follow up 

of in ivi uals with long term con itions to facilitate coping an  health. his implie  a change in clinical 
practice  which is  elaborate  in the iscussion later in this paper. he intervention was esigne  to be 
broa ly applicable across iagnostic categories an  in a variety of se ngs. In the following text  the 
items of the criteria list evelope  by hler et al. (2012) are use  as a basis for the reporting of the 

rst stage  evelopment of the new intervention. 

The intervention’s underlying theoretical considerations 
o y nowle ging theory ( egg al  200 ) serve  as the main theoretical framewor  for the intervention 

because healthcare personnel ha  starte  to use the concepts to help patients cope an  recover 
( roo s et al.  2015)  an  foun  it to be a relevant tool for practice. he theory was evelope  using 
a bottom up  strategy  rawing on a number of stu ies involving patients with i erent long term 
con itions  such as stro e  chronic obstructive pulmonary isease an  in ammatory bowel isease. 
Patients  experiences of their illness an  health  coping abilities an  health promotion resources were 
central to the research. mpirical evi ence showe  that two major concerns of people living with long
term con itions are the multitu e of uncertainties they face  an  the constriction of life space (the 
sphere to act within one s aily life) they encounter ue to health changes. Patterns emerge  in icating 
that patients  experiences an  actions performe  to manage their situations constitute  a ynamic 
process of health relate  change through use of bo ily nowle ge of health an  illness ( egg al  201 ).

e ecte  in these n ings is the tenet share  by o y nowle ging theory  which asserts that people 
have bo ily nowle ge that constitutes an important but little use  resource for coping an  health 
promotion in chronic illness. his uni ue yet un ervalue  nowle ge is recognise  an  strengthene  
through the patient s engagement in the new intervention. 

o y nowle ging theory is in line with the phenomenological un erstan ing of the bo y as intro uce  
by erleau Ponty (1 4)  in which the bo y is un erstoo  as an object an  subject at the same time 
an  as a primary source of meaning an  nowle ge. he ynamic ialectics of the bo y as subject 
an  object are being use  in the person s e orts to promote health when they observe their bo y 
an  at the same time sense its reactions. he empirical basis of the theory o ers examples of how 
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patients iagnose  with chronic illness learn to now their bo y s ynamic limits of tolerance for 
the type an  magnitu e of activity an  for factors in the physical an  psychosocial environment  an  
how this nowle ge is applie  to prevent eterioration an  to promote health. his is a ynamic 
process in which the person moves up an  own an  in an  out of i erent phases as they promote 
their own health. herefore  o y nowle ging theory is closely connecte  to ntonovs y s theory 
of salutogenesis (1 ) in the sense that health is perceive  not as ichotomous to isease  but as 
a exible continuum  in icating that the person s sense of coherence is being strengthene  through 

o y nowle ging. 

he theoretical basis for the intervention also rests on Freire s theory (200 ) of empowerment  which 
asserts that the person s ac nowle gement of their situation an  their e orts to n  solutions to the 
challenges of that situation are important  an  that ialogue is a means for the liberation of human 
resources. he i ea of empowerment was incorporate  in the o y nowle ging framewor  in the 

rst instance  as it was groun e  in patients  experiences of health an  illness ( egg al  200  201 ). 
mpowerment was further incorporate  as the theory s layperson base  concepts were use  explicitly 

in the formation of the intervention content an  pe agogical tools. he new intervention was name  
the o y nowle ging Programme ( P). 

The components of the intervention, the rationale for their selection of components and the essential 
function of each one
able 1 presents an overview of the components of the o y nowle ging Programme.

Component Description
A: Structure of  
the intervention

Parts
 Seven sessions
 he first three sessions were hel  wee ly  the next three sessions were hel  

every secon  wee  an  the seventh an  final session six months after the 
programme starte                                                                     

 roup sessions (  hours) or In ivi ual sessions (1.5 hours)

B: Content  he o y nowle ging mo el: phases of o y nowle ging  personal limits of 
tolerance an  strategies for promoting health as escribe  by former patients   

 Patients  own themes of health promotion in chronic illness            
 he social imensions of living with a chronic con ition  encounters with society 

C: Means  Intro uction to o y nowle ging by healthcare personnel                                                                            
Pe agogical tools: poster  flipchart  boo let/ iary. pen ialogue an  reflection 
in ivi ually an /or in groups. ea ing of boo let/writing of iary                    

 Physical exercises inspire  by bo y awareness therapy
 hallenges an  support to stay active an  participate in society

D: Healthcare 
personnel

 Inter isciplinary: nurses  occupational therapists an  physiotherapists  who ha  
one a 0 PD cre it postgra uate course in o y nowle ging 

E: Patients  Participants  engagement in the programme  their experience of the challenges 
of living with long term health problems. heir bo ily nowle ge of health an  
illness  their health promotion capabilities an  actions to stay healthy  an  their 
relational resources an  social support re uirements

Table 1: Components of the Bodyknowledging Programme (BKP)

Component A: Structure of the intervention
In or er to facilitate patients  processes of health promotion  the programme was structure  in seven 
sessions over a six month perio . he rst three sessions were hel  wee ly  the next three every secon  
wee  an  the nal session six months a er the programme starte . his mo e of organisation aime  
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to facilitate participants  systematic wor  on health promotion over time. he rationale for follow up 
over six months was base  on research n ings in icating that patients  e orts must be supporte  
in or er to be integrate  an  accomplishe  on a long term basis ( al ing an  egg al  2011). o 
maximise exibility for practice  the programme was structure  to accommo ate both in ivi ual an  
group formats. hen the programme use  groups  eight to 10 people living with i erent health 
con itions participate  an  each session laste  for three hours with one 0 minute brea  to eat an  
socialise. roup sessions were le  by representatives from two i erent professions  for example  
a nurse an  a physiotherapist or an occupational therapist an  a nurse  who ha  complete  the 
e ucational programme ( P omponent D). 

In the in ivi ual format  the sessions were sche ule  to last one an a half hours  an  patients 
an  healthcare personnel wor e  together using the same content as in the groups. his way of 
organising the programme was applie  across the clinical sites. he e ucational programme for health 
professionals an  the intervention manual ensure  the intervention coul  be applie  consistently 
across all sites. 

Component B: Content of the intervention
he programme content was organise  accor ing to the phases of o y nowle ging  that is  patterns  

experiences  actions an  conse uences of patients  health promotion processes  as escribe  by 
former patients. owever  the participating patients  experiences of their life situation an  their 
potential an  capacity for health forme  the core of the content. 

sing the theory an  mo el of o y nowle ging as a framewor  healthcare personnel were traine  
to invite participants to engage in their own process of health promotion with the following uestions 
in min : 

What is making your illness better or worse? 
What can you do to cope and recover, and what do you need in the form of support from others? 
How can your health and wellbeing be strengthened? 

hese uestions were roote  in the empirical wor  on o y nowle ging an  came from former patients 
who ha  participate  in the research to establish the mo el. In this way  the mo el was use  as a tool 
to support the participants to search for answers to these uestions as they wor e  systematically on 
their own health. his meant that professionals engage  patients in wor ing on i erent phases of 

o y nowle ging  such as the phase of uncertainty  enying an  escaping the sic  bo y  the phase 
of losing life space  grieving an  anger  the phase of listening an  un erstan ing the bo y s signs  
strengthening hope  an  the phase of integrating nowle ge  exploring new possibilities of wellbeing 
an  health ( egg al  201 ). 

he rationale for the content was outline  in the theoretical section an  is consistent with empowerment 
mo els of health promotion (Nai oo an  ills  2000) in the sense that the content rests on empirical 

n ings from lay accounts an  goes beyon  provi ing information towar s facilitating action an  
raising critical consciousness of one s own health. It invites the iscovery of factors in one s life situation 
that may have a positive or negative impact on health  an  of which factors are subject to change an  
what the relevant actions are. 

Component C: The means through which the content was provided 
he pe agogical metho s chosen were varie  an  inclu e : a short intro uction by healthcare 

personnel to the o y nowle ging framewor  at the beginning of each session  patient narratives 
about health con itions  coping an  health promotion e orts  the ialogue with healthcare personnel 
an  peers  an  in ivi ual wor  between sessions  an  group wor . 
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 poster  a boo let/ iary an  a ipchart were evelope  as pe agogical tools to facilitate participants  
health promotion processes. he ipchart containe  a collection of 0 large sheets that were two
si e  so the involve  person(s) an  healthcare personnel coul  see the same content when they 
were si ng at opposite en s of the table. It containe  the same content as the poster  but a e  
more etaile  text following the hea ings in the o y nowle ging process mo el. In a ition  the 
text containe  uestions to facilitate the person s re ection wor . he tools implie  that patients 
engage  in ialogue on their health in a variety of ways  such as the ialogue with the text on the 
poster  ipchart an  boo let/ iary  the ialogue between patients (in group format) an  the ialogue 
with healthcare personnel. he uestions use  were inspire  by the principles of open ialogue an  
solution focuse  therapy ( n erson an  oolishian  1 2  Freire  200  onnel  2012). 

he rationale for emphasising ialogue in this programme was also base  on research n ings showing 
that patients have embo ie  resources for health that are not fully employe  (Price  1  Fran  
1 5  Stenslan  an  alteru  1  2001  il e  200  egg al  200  201 )  an  on horne s (2005) 
research on the patient provi er communication in chronic illness as a health promotion win ow of 
opportunity to enable an  evelop the potential for healing an  health. 

Physical activity was also an important part of the programme s content  an  health professionals 
intro uce  exercises at the beginning of each session to support the participants in the use of their 
bo ily nowle ge as a resource for health. he exercises were inspire  by the physiotherapeutic 
metho  of basic bo y awareness therapy  which concentrates on breathing  balance an  movement 
(Dropsy  1  ar  2005). In a ition  participants were as e  to choose a physical activity to o at 
home twice a wee  an  uestions concerning these activities were pose  in subse uent sessions to 
support the patients. he role of physical activity was base  on recommen ations by health authorities 
concerning physical activity as an important health promotion measure ( ealthy People  2015).

Component D: Healthcare personnel 
he healthcare personnel who engage  in the evelopment of the intervention ha  complete  an 
0 hour e ucational programme in parallel to their participation in the research. he training was 

inten e  to lay the groun wor  for patients to be active partners in health promotion in relation 
to their life situations. Professionals were taught to use the pe agogical approaches an  tools in a 

exible way in relation to the person or group in uestion. heir main function was to engage with 
participants as ialogical partners  listen to their stories  ac nowle ge their experiences an  as  

uestions in or er to support an  challenge participants  further wor  on their health promotion as 
a process that incorporate  the possibility of change. In or er to o this  the professionals stu ie  
the theoretical foun ation for new interventions  inclu ing the phenomenological un erstan ing 
of the bo y  research n ings escribing the experience  nowle ge of patients in chronic illness  

o y nowle ging theory  salutogenic theory  empowerment theory  an  principles of ialogue an  
group wor  (see theoretical section for references). 

he healthcare personnel were traine  to approach the patients as resourceful an  nowle geable  to 
pose more uestions than give answers ( n erson an  oolishian  1 2  Stenslan  an  alteru  1  
2001) an  to stu y how they coul  strengthen patients  health promotion e orts an  empowerment 
(Freire  200  e y  200 ) by means of the intervention s content an  the pe agogical tools. his 
re uire  self re ection concerning their role as ialogical partners with patients in health promotion. 

he rationale for the training was that health professionals  e ucation in terms of patients with long
term con itions primarily concerns assessment  treatment an  care  while the role as an e ual partner 
in health promotion is less evi ent. able 2 o ers an overview of the main content of the e ucational 
programme. 
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Course Topics

1: Health promotion 
processes

 Fun amental perspectives in health promotion wor  
 he bo y  nowle ge  illness an  health 
 ealth promotion processes (research on salutogenesis  recovery  

o y nowle ging)
 mpowerment an  user participation 
 he significance of social relations for coping an  health 
 he law  ethics an  organisational aspects of patient participation
 ealth e ucation (principles of ialogue  group wor  narrative 

metho )

2: Bodyknowledging: 
process-oriented approach 
to coping and health

 o y nowle ging as a pe agogical health service an  a tool for 
health promotion 

 ealth e ucation
 Professional evelopment an  change wor  in practice

Table 2: Overview of the educational programme for healthcare personnel in BKP

Component E: Patients 
he patients  engagement in the intervention was a prere uisite for the programme  as their experience 

of their health con itions  their own themes an  solutions (Freire  200 ) an  health strategies 
constitute  an essential part of its content. s the aim was to evelop a wi ely applicable intervention  
patients  experiences of living with iverse iagnoses was ta en into account in the evelopment of 
the content an  pe agogical tools  as well as in the implementation an  evaluation process ( egg al  
2015). 

Intended interactions between different components 
ccor ing to hler et al. (2012)  some components in complex interventions are esigne  to support 

or to enhance the e ect of other components. he programme s structure aime  to ac nowle ge an  
facilitate participants  health promoting resources uring a six month follow up perio . he content  
pe agogical tools an  metho s  as well as the training of healthcare personnel  ha  the same goal. 

he interactions between patients an  healthcare personnel an  peers (if in group format) were 
necessary for patients to stu y their health promotion resources an  to move on in the process. he 
theoretical framewor  of the intervention serve  as an intro uction in this regar  an  therefore the 
programme allowe  space for patients to have an impact on its content. Figure 1 o ers an illustration 
of the inten e  interactions. 
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Figure 1: Intended interactions between the components of the Bodyknowledging Programme

Component B
Programme content

Component C
Pe agogical metho s 

an  tools

Component D
ealthcare 

personnel

Patient outcome
Strengthene  

health/wellness 
Strengthene  

sense of 
coherence

Component E
Patients

Component A Structure    
1st   2n   r   4th  5th  th  th
            SESSIONS

Contextual factors and determinants of the setting in the modelling of the intervention
he o y nowle ging Programme was esigne  to be wi ely applicable across patient groups an  

clinical se ngs to ensure that it was a exible tool for promoting patients  health. he chosen se ngs 
for the evelopment of the programme were escribe  in the rst part of the metho  section of this 
article. hese sites were chosen because they are typical sites where patients at ris  of or iagnose  
with long term con itions atten  for care an  follow up consultations  an  thus healthcare personnel 
ha  the opportunity to invite patients to atten  the programme. he outpatient clinic hol s in ivi ual 
consultations an  the rehabilitation unit combines wor  with patients in ivi ually an  in groups. 

herefore  the new programme was esigne  to be applie  both in in ivi ual an  group formats 
simply by re ucing the lengths of the in ivi ual sessions from three to one an a half hours.  

Discussion
his article escribes a stu y initiate  by healthcare personnel in specialist care who expresse  a nee  

to improve their practice with regar  to follow up of patients with long term con itions. he research 
esign was ualitative an  formative  an  re uire  a close collaboration between practice an  research 

in the evelopment of a new an  wi ely applicable intervention for the promotion of coping an  
health in clinical healthcare encounters with these in ivi uals. he components of the intervention 
were outline  so as to lay the groun wor  for successful implementation an  further research. he 
intervention re uire  a change in professionals  approaches in practice  from focusing primarily on 
managing the problems of the con ition to engaging in the research to focusing on patients  resources 
an  strengths as a part of promoting holistic health  in chronic illness ( iller  2000  ottlieb  201  
ub in an  arsen  201 ). 

Improving healthcare by bridging theory and practice through formative research
ealthcare personnel ha  chosen o y nowle ging theory ( egg al  200  200  201 ) as the 

main theoretical framewor  for the intervention an  contacte  the researcher for assistance in the 
evelopment of their practice.  multi isciplinary project team was establishe  an  the researcher  

healthcare professionals an  patients engage  in a share  en eavour to stu y how the theoretical 
framewor  coul  be useful as a frame to support patients in coping an  health in clinical practice. his 
approach re ecte  the recommen ations for the evelopment of new interventions in the context of 
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chronic illness an  for eveloping practice (Stui ergen  200  anley et al.  2014). he professionals 
argue  that their participation in the formative research ha  improve  their practice in the sense that 
it ha  change  their approach to healthcare encounters with patients living with long term con itions. 

efore they participate  in the research  their main emphasis ha  been on the assessment of the 
problems of illness an  the care of the chronically ill patient. hrough their engagement in the research  
they experience  a change of perspective an  ac uire  nowle ge that enable  them to ac nowle ge 
an  use patients  capacity for health in a much better way ( ntonovs y  1  iller  2000). hey hel  
the view that the theoretical foun ation for the new intervention was important in this regar  as the 
concepts o ere  a share  foun ation for thin ing an  helpe  them to invite patients to stu y an  
employ their own strengths an  capabilities. 

 number of challenges were experience  uring the evelopment of the intervention. hese 
concerne  having enough time to engage in the stu y of theory alongsi e regular practice. his was 
partly overcome by means of agreements with the clinics  lea ership  who o ere  the professionals 
some ays each semester to stu y  an  pai  their salaries while they were atten ing the iscussion 
meetings an  the lectures. nother challenge was incorporation of the person centre  approach  
especially in the rehabilitation unit where the me ical sta  were resistant. his resistance fa e  over 
time  partly because the lea ership of the unit was clear about the importance of the project. he 
researcher visite  the unit regularly  ept communication channels open  ha  meetings with the 
lea ers an  hel  several information meetings for the whole sta  at the unit. his helpe  to create a 
feeling of ownership of the project. In time  me ical sta  coul  see the results of the project through 
the emergence of new tools. 

Professionals escribe  how their courage  assessment an  communication s ills evelope  through 
their systematic use of the o y nowle ging mo el to re ect an  to engage patients in a process of 
exploring facilitation of their health in spite of their con itions. 

he clinicians perceive  that their engagement in eveloping the intervention was critical for them 
to be able to transform their in ivi ual an  collective approach to consultation an  care of patients. 

he o y nowle ging Programme re uire  a change of professional functions in the sense that 
professionals learne  to as  more uestions than give answers ( n erson an  oolishian  1 2) 
an  engage more in ialogue with patients  inviting an  supporting them to express how they were 
an  what they nee e  to cope an  recover  con rming the vali ity of the patients  experiences an  
challenging them to employ their own abilities an  strategies to facilitate their overall health ( iller  
2000  ub in an  arsen  201 ). 

The Bodyknowledging Programme – a person-oriented and strengths-based approach 
ccor ing to the healthcare personnel  the training course they un erwent an  the opportunity 

to engage as partners in research ha  lai  the groun wor  for changing their practice towar s a 
strengths base  approach ( ottlieb  201 ). In or er for professionals to consi er each patient s 
uni ueness an  whole person  an  for patients to use their capacity for health  it was necessary to 
ac nowle ge the patient as resourceful an  nowle geable. his re ects a share  un erstan ing of 
health promotion in the context of chronic illness  in which the patient is escribe  as fully capable of 
being healthy an  experiencing a goo  uality of life while living with their con ition ( aplun  1 2  
e y  200  Stui ergen  2010). o y nowle ging theory illuminates patients  health promotion 

processes an  encompasses lay concepts that emerge  from the analysis of patients  experiences of 
bo ily nowle ge as an untappe  resource for health in chronic illness ( egg al  201 ). y using the 
concepts an  theory as a framewor  for the intervention s structure an  content  the lay perspective 
was built systematically into the intervention components. hus  the patient s perspective an  
capacity for health were incorporate  as the main focus of the new programme. he intervention 
was evelope  to use these resources with the aim of strengthening wellness an  participation in 
society ( orl  ealth rgani ation  2010  arbers an  chterberg  2012).  stu y of the outcomes 
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involving men an  women with a variety of iagnoses showe  that participants experience  a change 
in their health promotion abilities by engaging in the o y nowle ging Programme  a change in their 
un erstan ing of the situations  choices an  actions that ma e the health con ition better or worse. 

hey wi ene  their life space an  became more physically an  socially active a er their participation 
in the programme  an  they felt stronger in social encounters as they were communicating more 
clearly what they nee e  in or er to stay well. Patients  active engagement in the programme  
healthcare professionals  a tu es an  approaches  the group wor  an  the conceptual framewor  of 

o y nowle ging were i enti e  as the intervention s active ingre ients ( egg al  2015). he training 
of the professionals was reveale  as an essential part of the intervention  an  a necessary con ition 
for ensuring a change in this el  of practice. 

he new intervention establishe  a basis for pro uctive interactions between patients an  
professionals in the context of chronic illness ( agner et al.  2001). he structure an  metho ological 
approaches imply a new mo e of follow up of patients  an  active engagement on behalf of the 
patient is a prere uisite for accomplishing the programme. his is in line with empowerment mo els 
of health promotion (Nai oo an  ills  2000). It can be argue  that the intervention contributes to 
a replacement of the ol  para igmatic stance in which the patient was the receiver of interventions  
an  explicitly turns the perspective aroun  towar s regar ing the patient as nowle geable an  as 
an active participant with a powerful part to play in health interventions ( e er  1 2  horne  2005). 

Methodological considerations
he reporting of the evelopment an  early piloting of complex interventions in healthcare nee s to 

be more thorough in or er to implement the interventions successfully in practice an  for research 
purposes ( a ley et al.  200  raig et al.  200 ). he criteria propose  by hler et al.  (2012) have 
been applie  in this paper for reporting the rst stage of the evelopment of a new intervention 
inten e  for inter isciplinary application in healthcare encounters. omplex interventions consist of 
several interacting components an  the issues concern what the ey intervention components are  how 
the intervention as a whole functions  how it is receive  by patients an  how it can be implemente  
in iverse se ngs ( rant et al.  201 ). he list of items on the propose  criteria list ( hler et al.  
2012) helpe  to clarify the theoretical foun ation for the new intervention an  its components  
the rationale for their selection  inten e  interactions between components an  the context of the 
intervention. lar s (201 ) theorising of the components an  parts of complex interventions was 
useful to a  more epth to the reporting  an  helpe  to clarify the nowle ge of patients as an 
essential component of the o y nowle ging Programme. he practical relevance of the theoretical 
framewor  an  the feasibility of the intervention were chec e  as part of the formative research. he 
evaluation of the rst implementation pilot was positive ( egg al  2015). It is reasonable to anticipate 
that the thorough reporting of rst stage evelopment of the o y nowle ging Programme will 
contribute to its successful implementation in the future  as each of the intervention s components 
becomes better un erstoo . his is an important part of many e orts to ensure that the programme is 
applie  as it was meant to be  which is a prere uisite for achieving goo  outcomes for future patients 
an  professionals in practice. 

Conclusion
he share  research en eavour contribute  to a theory  an  research base  evelopment in practice. 
he formative research showe  how the theoretical framewor  of o y nowle ging was bri ge  to 

practice an  incorporate  in the intervention structure  content an  means. ealthcare personnel 
sai  their engagement in the research helpe  them ac uire  new perspectives an  nowle ge about 
patients  capacity for health in chronic illness an  how this coul  be use  to enhance practice. he 
patient s perspective was accommo ate  by applying a lay base  theoretical framewor  an  by 
inclu ing patients in critical iscussions an  the review of pe agogical tools as well as in clinical 
piloting.  propose  criteria list was applie  an  foun  to be useful as a gui e to report the rst stage 
of evelopment of the new intervention an  for ensuring successful implementation an  laying a path 
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for future research. he o y nowle ging Programme o ere  structure  content an  pe agogical 
approaches for patients  an  healthcare personnel to explore unuse  resources for health in chronic 
illness. 

Due to political reforms in Norway  the follow up of in ivi uals with long term con itions has now been 
reorganise  an  is mainly the responsibility of community healthcare. he programme was esigne  
to be a exible tool for practice across a variety of clinical se ngs  an  a pilot implementation in 
community healthcare con rme  that it was suitable in this context ( ngevol  an  egg al  2015). 

Implications for practice
he mutual epen ency an  collaboration between an inter isciplinary team of health professionals  

patients an  researcher(s) over a long perio  facilitate  the evelopment of a new pe agogical health 
service that was useful to improve practice in the follow up of in ivi uals with chronic illness. his 
formative research may serve as an inspiration to clinicians  researchers an  lea ers of healthcare who 
are concerne  with ensuring theory  an  research base  evelopment of practice an  the successful 
implementation of complex interventions. 

hile eveloping such interventions  it is important to be aware that evelopment involves several 
factors: professional competence  new programmes an  tools  an  the culture of the whole 
organisation where the research is un erta en. It is important to a ress these levels in or er to attain 
lasting results. n urance  creativity an  har  wor  over time is nee e  in this share  en eavour.
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